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By John P. Becker

Zests vere nade in the S—f00% high-speed ~~inatunnel
to determiae the dra$ cha~acteristics of several conven-
tional. types of radial-engine nacelle “on a Iow-dyag air-
foil. Nodels , 1/8 full sca~e, simullating ins% allat ions
of the Vright 3350 engin,e in heav~ bom%er types were
employed..

The drag coefficients of nacelles incorporating
cowling-nose sha.~es shown IV previous tests to be effi-
cient and after bodies of ade,qua~e leagth were of about
the same nagnitude as commonly obtained for coin~arable
i~staXZations on conventional wings. Nacelles that had
high drag coefficients at low speeds suffe~ed from large
increases in drag with increasing Mach number. For the
best arrangements tested~ however , no serious increases
occurred in drag coefficient within the limit of the
tests, which covered a range of liach numbers up to 0.55.

In the d.esi:n of recent multiengined airplanes there
has been considerable conjecture regarding the drag and
interference of radi~l-engine nacelles on low-drag types
of wing. Zittle (&x~~ ob~aineil ur.aer the ~ecessary 1OV- .

turbulence testing conditions have been available.

~ke present test program was an outgrovth of tests
in the NACA 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel of a l/8—scale
node3. boaber-type airplane in which an uausually high.
drag occurre~ wi%h the original nacelles on the Iov-drag
wing. Tests of improved nacelles showed that the ex-
cessive drag was due to a poorly shaped cowling and a
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very blunt afterbody shape rather than to serious adverse
int erfer ence with the 1ov-drag wing.

‘I!hepresent investigation included tests of further
modifications to the nacelle of the airp~ane %est,ed and
tests of severai “other typical nacelles of varying size, :
location, a~d shape detail. The p~incipal aim was to
provide general information of immediate engineering
interest on several types of nacelle rather than to study
in detail any isolated variables. The models tested were
2/8-scale representations of inst-allations of the Wright “
3350 engine in heavy bom%ers. A,pusher arrangement was
i)2ClU~Ledin the program. I!his type has the advantage
of eliminating the increase in frictional drag of the
wing due to the slipstream disturbance. Details of the
pusher installation of the Wright 3350 engine were designed
in cooperation with the IIACA pover-pl.ant installation grbup.

in addition to the usual force data, pressure-
distribution data were obtained. a% the wing-naceile ju.nc-
t-~~e of each mo~e~. ZG order to provide data frequently
requested for structural design, the pressure distribution.

. over the NAG.4 cowZing-C! profile (reference 1) of one of
the models vas mer.su~c~ at high angles of attack.

The work was done by the NACA at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory,-Langley Tield, Va. - -

S3W301S

v free-stream velocity

P mass density of air in interna3. flow

Po free—stream

~ free—s+ream
.

Q’ volune rate

&ensity

dynamic pressure (1/2 pow)

of flow through duct at density

z’ maximum cross-sectional area 02 nacelle

.
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maximun cross-sectional area of engine (18.4
sq ft for Vright 3350 engine)

velocity of souaa in air “

Mach number, v/a

pr es s7m e

pressure co-efficient ‘Plocal ‘/’- P~tr~~} ~

angle of attack of wing ,

external drag coefficient* of nacelle
[(total drag of cou%ina%ion) - (drag of wing a%

.iZ’www -“ .
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The $ests wei-e conducted. in.the 8–f oot high-speed
tunnels in which the t-irlnalence level is considered to
be sufficiently low %0 permit significant results to be.
obtained with models incorporating I?w-drag airfoils.

v2zLge- !Zhe wing on w~.ich’the na.cel.les were installed
was a 2~8-scale model .of & ~iing of NACA. low-drag section
designed. for the airplane tested.. Z?he ~or%ion. of the
wing reyresenteii inclut~ed.most of the left -panel and a,-
small length of the right panel. Wlnen %otli inbbara and
ov.tboaad nacelles were represent ed, the nacelles we~e
equi~is%aat from ‘the ‘center line of the tunnel- The
airfoil sect i-on “employed at the root was the ltACA
65$2-223 and at the tip, the IYACA 66,2X-416. !i%e in-
board nacelle was located 21,004 inches fron the root at
a station where the ‘vifig chord ‘was 20.63 imches and the
thickness ratio was 20.-’?‘percent. The outboard nacelle
vas situated. 45.96 tnches’ from the rQoi at a staticn
vhere the ving chord. I?as 15.65 inches and the thickness
ratio tras 19.9 p’erce:.t.

‘oThe ~;ing was set at 3 angle of inciii.ence to the
thrust lines .of all of the nacelzes eycept the pusher
type (nacelLe 5) , for ‘which the angle was 2°. Angles
of attack shown in- this repo?% are those of the wing.

. ..,
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.Cooling-air flOy. – All the nacelles were tested with

internal air S1OW corresponding to the estimated requime-
men%s of the Vright 3350 engine, and the internal pres-
sure drops were simulated as closely as possible hy means
of perforated ~lates. !l?hevaZues assumed for the flow
characteristics were as follows for full-throttle opera-
tion at 400 miles ner hour and at 25,000 feet altitude:

(cu ft/min)

Engine cylinder cooling . . . . . . . . . . . 35,000

Accessory cooling ant! charg4”air . . . . . . 35,000

Total ‘70,000
G

The value assumed for the pressure drop was 8 inches of
water for the engine ba~fle anti also. for the accessory
systems ● I%e nondi~ensional pressure-drop ratio was,
t?aerefoze, .

43 8 x 5.2—= .= 0.23
q ~/2 x 0.00238 x ().448 (LLOO x 10~7)2

The perforated resistance plates vere designed to .“,
pzoduce this pressure-d?op ratio at the required rate of
inteznal flow. .Z%e in>ernal mas s--flow rate is conven-
iently expressed nondinens ionally as the ratio pQ/poAe~.
7Jor t~e assuned flbw condition, the value of pQ/poAeV
is 0.11. !I%e outlet openings were designed to produce
this flo~; ratio, and it will be noted that the measured

.rates of flow closely approach the design tialue except,
of course, in those runs in whit’h the outlet+ o~ening
ayea was ?educea.

Original nacelle desiEn.- I%e original nacelle

‘tested was a l/8—scale modeZ of a 7’2-inch-d5.ameker
circular—section instiailation @ which ‘the engine t~as
located .in the u~~~r -part of the naceile and the acces-
sory air was carxiea underneath and. around the sides of
the eag~ne. Z%e nacelle was desi~ned by a manufacturer
and was subnit%e& to the NACA for tests in the 8-foot
high-speed wind tunnel. ~he co~~ling prOfil.e was Vn—
symmetrical in si~e viev with a relatively sharp edge
at the top of the cowling. The blunt afterbbdy fairing
was the result of enclosing two 56-inch wheels in a low
nacelle terminating at the trai~ing edge of the wing.



The model was tested with internal flow representing
only cylinder cooling.

The nacelle ordinates measured as in figure 1 are
given in table 1. Sketches of each nacelJ,e are inclu@ed
in table II.

Nacelle 1.- 2Tace7_e 1 has the sane depth at each

afterbody station as the original design. A Much im-
pvove@ after%od-y fairing was o%tained by making the
nacelle symmetrical about its center line. The nacelle
was also raised. above the original low position so that

‘ its center line passea %hrou@} the traillng edge of the
YJi~~. The original cowLing nose was supplanted by covl-
ing p~*ofile C of reference 1. In other respects nacelle
1 was similar to the o~iginal design.

Nacelle lA.-. —— in order to compare the mei+its of the
central position bf nacelle 2.with a IOV ~osition of ef-
ficient aerodynamic shape, the origina3 low afterbody was
ex.ten~ed, as shown in figure 1 and in tables Z and 11.
lTacelle 1A was otherwise identical with nacelle 1.

lTacelle 2 - Eacelle 2 YJaS included to indicate the....— ●

effects of an improved nose shape. The conventional C-
type couling of nacelles, l apd. 1A was replaced by an
arrangement designated N.AGA cowliug E. !I?hisarrangement
embodies a hollow-spinner through which all the required
air is admitted at a velocity of about 0.4?J for the high-
speed condition. The external lines of the spinner are
obtained from nose B of reference 2.. The air for the
auxiliai>ies was carried. by means of two ducts over and
under the resistance plate representing the engine.
After passing through a resistance simulating the acces-
sory pressure drops, the air was exhausted through an
outlet at the top of the nacelle. !l?heengine cooling
air was e.xhaus%ed at either side of the nacelle. The
au.xili=ry air ducts r,eqnired a bump in the side-view can-

tour on top and bottom of the nacelle. In plan vievthe
nacelle contour was a continuation of the nose B contour
(reference 2) of the spinner. I%e afierbod.y of nacelle
2 was identical with ~hat of nace~le 3. except for the
ad?.ition of the auxiliary air outlet. The outlet open-
ings of nacelle 2 “and all subs.equent moaels were under-
cut bel OVJ the basic profile of the nacelle for some dis-
tance back of the actual ,opening, as recommefidetl in
reference 20 Details of a typical oVtlet are given in

.— -- ----- ----— . ----- .
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figure 2. As originally planned, the propeller blade
shanks within the outer syinner of cowling E in an actual
installation were to be covered b“y fairings extending
hetveen the o-ater spinner and an inner spinner that
covered the h~b. Yhe faii-ings wer e int endea to aid in
ground and climb cooling and to operate at zero lift in
the high-speed con,di%ion. On the model, this high-speed
cond.ition was sirnul.q~ed by .sett ing the three-blade fair-
ings with their axes ~aaallel to the thrust line, since
the model spinner di$ not rotate. (See fig. 3.)

Nacelle 2A.- !Yhe opening on top of nacelle 2 was
faired over for model 2A in order to indicate the effect
of the opening. ‘

lTacelle 2B.- Nac .1le 2B was tested to permit evalua-
tion =the improved Dose shape on a low nacelle. The
nacelle is a combination of the ,pacelle lA afterbody and.
the nacelle 2A forebody.

Nacelle 2C*– ~jacelle 2C ~ras the s-e as nace13.e 2B

except, for en2axge@ (dee~ened) outlet openings. (See
fig. 3.)

~acelle 3.– The large size of the nacelles thus far
descrf.be~ (’72 in.~iameter, f-all sca~e) was necessary to .

permit enclosure of the landing gear. Nacelles 3 to 5
and their modifications are types in whi.ck the maximum
cross-sectional dimensions were made as small as possible
from considerations of only the engine size and the . ..
~noling-.air requirements.

IiaceZle 3 was elliptical in cross section. The
depth, 60 inches full s>ale, was I.imited.by the engine ,.

diameter-, and tb.e width, 7’2 inches, was chosen in order
to allow enouSh space

.
on either side of the engine for

supplying air to the accessories. The O-cowling contour
of reference 1, deriyed for a 4.50-inch radiusa was main-
tained around. the nose. 9he maximum cross section was a
true ellipse as were the afterbody sections. The line
of symmetry of the nacelle passed through the trailing
edge of the wing. Eour outlets were provided, one on
either sise for the en?ine cooling air and one each on
the top and on the bet. om for the accessory air.

~jace~~e 3&- The bottom outlet of nacelle 3 was
faired over to form nacelle 3A.
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Nacelle Li21.- In order to evaluate the effect of

shortening the a.fterbody, nacelle 33 was designed with ‘
the afterbody terminating at the 50-percent-chord station
of the wing. It was otherwise identical with ~acelle 3A.

Nacelles 3C au?. fi-+.-Nacelles 30 afid 3D were identi-——— “.._
cal with nacelle 3 e:~cept that the side outlets were ‘ .
closed an@ faired over.on nacelle 3C and the top and

bottom outlets were closed and faired over oq nacelle 3D.

Nacelle 4i-.—. Nacelle 4 represents about the minimum

size (60 inti diameter, full scale) that vill house the
Vright 3550 engine. NO provision was made for accessory
air on the model. Xi*her scoops or wing inlets would be
necessary. The C-cowling contour (reference 1) was de-
rived for the maximum radius of the nacelle. in side
view the after%ody contoui is identical with that of na-
celle 3B. Yhe ““cross sectioas were c.ircttlar throughout,

~~~ce~le 5 - ~Tace~le 5,-—— ●
the pusher type (figs. 1 and

4, wad tables i and 11), vas iLesigne@ around the install~
tion shown in figure 5. All the required. internal air
flow was admittea at the nose of the nacelle at ag inlet
velocity of about 0.4V. The external. nose profile, was
that of nose B of reference 2 car~ied back as far as the
leading edge of ~he wing. .~he l,eading edge ‘f the na-
celle was extended ah’eaa of the wing by about 13 percent
of the chord in order to prevent interference effects due
to the low pressures on the forward part of the wing at
high aflgles of attack. 17he vertical position of the na-
celle vas adjusted to allow e~u.al duct space above and
below the wing for the engine cooling air. Z!he ducts
(fig. 5) leading to the oil coolers, intercoolers, and
superchargers were si: ~.~a~ed on the mod-cl by means” of a
single duct ia each wing term~na”ting in & outlet opening “
on either side of %Le nacelle (fig. 4(_b)). Yhe right
openiug vas ylaced close to the nacelle in order to permit
a comp,a~”isop of the interference effects at that location
with the effects at the location of the left outlet fur- “. “
ther outboard. The interaal f~ovi ve;s divided approxi-
mately as follows% 50 perceat th%ough -the nacelle an~. .

25 percent through each ving duct. . “

~elle !5A.- ~?acel~e 5A ~ra~ the s~e a~. nacelle 5 ., .

except that the right outlet was closed. ,..’

l~acelle 5B.- The fillet sketch-ed ia figure 1 was—.. —
added to nacelle 5A to nake nacelle 5B.

...-------- -.. ----
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lTaceZle 5C. — Nacelle 5C was the same as nacelle 5-—
except” that” the Zeft outlet was closed.

Outboard nacelZ&.- I?he outboard nacelle was the——
man~facturer$s d.e.signfoz the airplane. It wa$ similar
to the original inboard nacelle previously described ex-
cept that the C-cowling contour was employed.

Pressure measurements.– Fressure-distribution data
were obtained on the cowling-C profile of nacelle 3 by
means of flush orifices on the top and the side of the
cowling. Pressures in the,wing juncture of each nacelle
were measured ‘iy small po~tabie static tnibes. The tubes
were’’alined parallel to the flow direction as indicated
by tufts* The rate of internal flow.and the internal 1“
pressure drops were measured, by surveys at several stations
in each outlet. opening$ taken with rakes of total-pressure’
and static—pressure tu”Des.

ti~ce tests.–– qhe lift and drag c~haracteristics of

the wing alone and ia combination with each of the na-
celles were measured for -the following conditions:

(1’)From a = –1° to 8° at 11 = 0.26

(2) From ~1.= 0.17 to 0.55 at b = 0° and 2°
..

(c~ x 0.13 and 0.38)

Tests of..-&hoaid nacelle 1A were also na&e in the presence
of the outboard nacelle for the listeti conditions.

Pressure measurement s.- 2?ressure data at the wing-

nacelle junctures Tiere obtained for all configurations at
N = 0.33 for amgles of attack of -1°, 2°$ and 6°. Pr es-
sure &istrilmtions over cowling C of nacelle 3 wel*e ob-
taine~ through an angle-of-at tac;k range of -1° to 16° at
ii = 0.26, a=d fron -1° to 3° for M = 0.17 to 0.55. Sur-

veys oi’ static and total pressure were made in each outlet
opening in order to determine the internal flow quantity,
the pressure drop, ana the internal drag.

__ .-,_. ..—....—.—.. . .. -—----- —z——— . . . .=. –—. - . . . . . . . . -— . . . —-
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Drag of the wing.- A specia3. effort vas radie througL=—.—
out the tests to keep the wing surface ideally smooth and
fai?. The drag of the wing alone was measured five times
during the tests sad, was fouiit!to deviate from the origindl.
values by not more than l+ percent (about 4 perceiit of av--
erage nacelle drag incitement) . .

RESi3iI!i?S

Reduction. of data.- !i!hedrag increments due to the-—— .
nacelles are given ill the form of coefficients based. on
the nacelle front+ai area. The calculated drag correspond-
ing to the mone~tun loss of the internal flow has been
deducted from the total drag increnent, and the remaining
ex%e’rnal drag increue~s is presented in this report.
Through the use of ih:s paraneter the effect of changes in
external shape, ~~ith ~~hich this investigation iS IIlaillly
concerne&, .CC.Qbe studied directly. Drag-coefficient
chaages associated with the internal flow are accowated for.
‘I?hevalues of the internal--drag increments calculated from”,
tho measu:red. internal-flow characteristics 3Y the method
of refere~ce 2’are sh-own in table 111 tor each nacelle.
If it is desired to oltain the total nacelle drag+coefficient
increment , the values given in this table may be added to
the external-drag values shown ia the subsequent figures of

The total dra~-coefficient increment is ofthis re~orto .
interest onZ~- at the design speed, because loi~er speeds
vould require larger exit openings and highez internal @rag.

.Tests with fixed transition on the vin g.– In previous—.
tests of nacelles on conventional vings$ it has been found
desirable to fix the trans~ti.on point near the leaaing
edge of the wing in order to ~ake the boundary-layer con—
d.itions coiarespond to t’hosa of i~ight. Eor the low-drag
t-y-peof’ ?7illa$however, the full-scale flight transition
location is noii definitely known an~ therefore cannot ‘oe
simulated. in model tests. In addition, ii has been foun~
that the metk~ds used. to fix the transition location 3ring
about a type of transition consiilera%ly different frou the
%ype that occurs natu:-ally on a smooth low-drag ving. A
f’w runs weve made during the present investigation with
the transition fixed. on both the upper and the lowe”r sur-
faces of t;~e wing at the 15-pe~cen+ci~ord- station in order
to detei’mine the r.ace:.”.edrag for this extreme of the
‘iiou-ndary-layer con.ditior.. It was .fou:a&that the nacelle

.- . . -.
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drag was of the order of half the value obtained. on the
smooth wing. Because the fixed transition data w&?e of
dOu~~fu~ sigai~ica~ce. sad. ~a~icated very low nacelle
drags, no further fi~ed-transition tests were made. Al 1
the data presented in this report were obtained with the
smooth wing.

. .

Yorce-test data.— The external drag coefficients of

the nacelles$ gro-a>e& acccrdi~g to type, are shorn in
fi.g.zres6 to 9 as functions of M and a. The small in-
.e~ference drag between
~

the inboard aiid the outboard na-
celles is shown in fig-ire ZOe A comparison of the drag

7 of each type is made in figure 11.of nacell-es t:~pica-
Tahle Ii affords a comparison of all. the naceiles. In
addi%i,on to the dra,~ c efficient , the drag in yotin?.sat
253000 feet altitude .j;adat K = 0.50 .is tabulated to
show the over-all. drag changes including the effect of
changes iti the nacelle frontal area. Favorable interfer-
ence effects associated with the outlet flow are shown in
figur es 12 an& 13. Figi~re 14 sho~~s the lift coefficients
of the king-nacel~e combinations.

Pressure daia.- The pressure d.is;ributions over cowl- “

ing C (nacelle 3) are presented in f“igures 15 and 16.
t~he~e ~.aia are given in considerable detail
as regards angle-of—attack range,

s particularly
because a number of re–

quests have been received for aata applicable to structural
design at high angles of attack. , .“

Pressure d.istri.in.ziions a% the juncture of the wing
anit nacelle 3 are shown in figure 1’7. Thes& results were .
typical of the juncture pressu?es obtained with the other
nacelles.

NAC3LLE ‘DRAG

Qe~tical location.- In a series of preliminary tests

not described in tk.is report, it was found that shout tvo-
thirds of the large drag reduction that occurred when the
aanufacturerts original naceile was replaced ‘by the cen-
trally located nacelle 1 (table 11 ana fig. 6) was the
result of raising the nacelle to the central. position.
Yhe resi of tk.e reduction in drag occurred through the use
of cowling Co A separated flow condition that existed.
over the original afterboay did not occu:r with nacelle 1



becavse of the greatly inprcwed afterbody shape made
possible by the central location. The same result was
obtained by Ieugtheni-ng the after’bod.y of the original
low nace~le. ~(~i ;afelles 1 ana 1A, 2A anti 2B of table
11 EI.13C~fi~ss The uacelle in the IOW position
vith the exteufi.eaaf{erbody gave lower drags than the na-
celle in the central ~osition for angles of atiack greater
than 5° (figs. 6(c) ana 17(c)). It thus appears that the
central location offers no advantage except in the cases
wheye a large nacelle m-ast be terminated near the t~ail-
ing cage.

&fiend.ed o.fterhod~:.- The adverse pressure gradient

over a nacelle af%erb’ .y is superimposed. on the adverse
gi’adiezlt of the vins if the nacelle is terminated. at or
near the trailing e?.ge of the wing. - l?he resulting pres-
sure gradient will tie‘more severe than for either wing or
nacelle al.o-neand seyara%~on effects will be encouraged.
This result is Particularly true of lov~-iiragwing sections
that comaonly have steeper ativerse gradients than con-
ventiona~ sections ana is one of the reasons that nacelle
drags on low--drag wings teztl to be greater than on con-
ventional wings. The difficulty can be circumvente~ by
extendi~g the nacelle a.fterl?otiysa procedure which not
only moves the adverse gra~ient on the nacelle ava~ from
that of the wing but vhich also red-uces the magnitude of ‘
the gra.3ient on the nacelle. The ‘beneficial effect in
the case of nacelles 1A and. 23 was very large~ as previ–
Ously shown, because of the critically poor shape of the
original nacelleb In this instance a.nacelle extension
of only 15 percent of the wing chord was sufficient to
prevent serious separation. The amount by which the na-
,cel.lc should be extendea is a function of a large number
of variables; tests to aeterrnine the optimum length in
individual cases will probably be required.

&l~* shs@&.- The reduction of the drag of the
original nacelle by one-third through the use of covling-
profile C (reference 2) was due “to elimination of local
separation of the flow oveqt,,thetop of the original blunt
profile. A comparison of cowling C with the high-speetl
covling 3 shoved that ;he mininum drags at moderate speeds
were about the sine. (Cf. nacelle i with 2A. or nacelle
1A with 213, table 11. ) At Biach numbers beyond 0.62, how-
evers the drag with cowling C has been found to increase
precipitously (reference 1) owing to the compressibility
burble; whereas the drag of coviing E remains low up to
Mach numbers of the order of 0.70. to 0.30, &epending -on

. . .. —-. . . ..- .-. .. .. . .
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~~e magnitude of ~~e pro~uber~nces due tO the accessory

air ducts around the engine. in the absence of the pro-
tuberances, no pressure peak occurs on the E--cowling
~rofile (reference 2).

~he drag ~~ith covr~~n~E was consid~ral)iy leSS than

with cowling C at. the &.igher angles of attack. (cf.
nacelles 1 and 3A with. 2 and 2A in figs. 6(c) and 7( c).) .
The entrance and duct losses with cowling E were found
to be r-egligible throughout the entire range of angles of
attack$ indicating that higher front pressures would %e
available with cowling E than with cowling C, for which
the entrance losses are appreciable at the higher angles.
Unfortnnat ely, this result cannot be translated ,direct;ly ‘
into flight ~erfOrmance because the effect of the propel=w
Shank fe,irings with a rotating propeller is not included.
The entrance and duct losses in the pusher arrangement
were likewise fo-tind-to be negligitile throughout the angle-
of-aitaek range. This design also employed the cowling
E profile at the entra~ce.

~a.c.elle s5.ze.– Nacelles smaller than ‘?2 inches in.—...—
diameter are feasible vheze provision for lzr~o wheels
is rLot requi:cecl; for ex~-a~le, in flying ??oavs cr in the
outboard nac~lles of four- engine ie.lld~l%~.z~s-. Large drag
rediictioas can be made -oartly as a result cf the reduced
cross-sectional and we:,ed areas and partly through the
reduced interference dvag of the smaller nacelles. The
’72– by 6C–inch elliptical nacelle has 83 percent of the
frontal area of the V2-inch-diameter model but only 54
percent of the drag. (See nacelle 3 of table 11. The .
d-rag coefficients shown in table II and in fig, 8, being
based on frontal area, show only the changes d-ue to varia-
tions in interference effects; hence, a column is incltided
in table 11 showing the drag of each na”celle in pounds “for
a typical operating condition. ) The reduced interference
effects probably result from the fact that a larger pro-
portion 01 t3-e vetted area of the smaller nacelle is
covered by the wing. !l!heimproved after body fairing an~
increased fineness ratzo are probably also %eneficial. An
afterbody extending only to the 50—percent-chord station
of the ving resulted in a%out the same drag as the longer
after body. (Cf. nacelles 3A and 33, fig. 8, and table II. )

. .
Ihzrther decrease in the nacelle dimensions to 60

inches diameter, the ninimmi size that will enclose the
Vright 3350 engine, permitted still further reductions in,
the nacelle drag (nacelle 4, fig. 8, and table XI), l?his
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,1 model had no Fro-?ision for the introduction of a~Lxiliary
air, however$ and it is not likely that any net saving

T-” over nacelle3--wou-ld occur ?.f scoops were added or if any,$
inlets were employed.

?
1.) ?%sher nacelle.- With the pusher-nacelle-arrangement3 —A.——
;/: it was possible to a< .-it all the required air through an

/’ efficient inlet opening at ~he nose o? the nace2.le (cowlingp
E profile, nose B of reference 2) and? at the same time,I
employ the mi,nii~lvnpossible diameter of 60 inches. sUf fi-
cient space was available for efficient ducts fjo the in-
tercoolers and turbosuperchargers carried in the wing on
either side of the nacelle (fig. 5). This naceIle had the
lowest drag of any model tested. (See nacelle 5, fig. 9,
and table IX.) T?he drag at M = 0.50, for the flow condi-
tion corresponding to 25~000 feet altitude, was 33 percent
of the drag of na,celle 1 aitd 61 percent of the drag of the
elli~tical nace?.le 3, As previously mentioned, the pusher
arrangement would not suffer as would the tractor type
from increases in wing drag due to disturbance of laminar
flow on the wing hy the slipstream.

Interference betveen inboard and outboard nacelles.-——..—-..— ____________ —— ——-._..___
In the minimum drag condition the interference was neg2i-
~il)le (fig. 10(a)). At hi~h angles of attack a favorable
interference effect occurred (fig. 1O(C)), probably as a
result of reduction of the separated flow over the blunt
afterbocly of tile outbop.rd nacelle.

Conip~~isoa with conventional w=.- Drag results.— — .—
previously obtained for nacelle iA on a wing of mere con–
ventional section are unfortunately not directly comparab-
le with the present results: first, I)ecause the thickness
of the conventional w!ng was greater (22.7’-percent-thick
section) and, seco,nd, because the data with the conven–,
tional wing were measured in the presence of a large fuse-
lage. Z%Le results of reference 3, although not strictly
comparable with the results presented herein %ecause a
wing of l&percent thickness ratio was employed, permit
a comparison, of good conventional nacelles at identical
values of the ratio of’ nacelle diameter to wing thickness.
The following table compares the minimum external drag
coefficients of these- tests with those obtained in refer-
ence 3 at a~proximately the same Reynolds number. It iS
pointed out that the comparison tends to be unfavorable
to the low-ira~wing data in that the liach number was 0.30
a.nclthe lift coefficient .0.4 in the present tests as com-
pared with a llach nuaber of 0.08 and a lift coefficient of
O in the full-~cale-tunnsl tests.
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1“
i —–-—— -

Nacelle diametel”— ———. — i
Wing thickness lTacelle on

conventional wing
———.—...—-..——.——— t--- --———----

2.10 G.055

2.10

2.10

● 055

.055

1.75 I

I
.050

1.’75 .05G

1.75 !
.o~o

I

I——— ..——.-—— ... ..-—————— ——..

J!

——.

Nacelle on
low-drag wing

0.067

.070

.058

.049

.043

.04.1

—-——.

-—.

Nacelle
.—— ——

1

2-A

2

z

4

5

——-.——

!Ph.is comparison shows that , in slpite of the factors
tending to increase the nacelle drag on a low-drag wing
(disturbance of the laminar flow on the wing by the na-
celle a.nilincreased separation tendencies), the drag of
suitable nacelles is 1:-otgreatly different from the drag
of, similar nacelles on a conventional wing.

Effect of an operating propeller.- The %rag coeffi———-----.—-——-. -— —-. .-— .———..
cients. of the tractor nacelles On the ~o~’~drag wing wovld
be somewhat increased if an operating propeller were pres-
ent ‘oecause the propeller vould create a disturbance of -
the laminar flOT~JOn the ~rin~. AU estimate of this effect
for the original nacelle on the 20.7-percent–thick wing
can be made on the assumption that the boundary-layer flow
changes from the laninar to the turbulent type over 40 per-
cent of tile airfoil surface as a result of the propeller
action, The dimensions used and the calculation are as
follows:

Propeller &iaQeter, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . 16+

‘Nacelle diameter, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . “6

Wingchord, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~:



.

Increase in section drag coefficient of wing due “
to Fropel.ler action,” Ace . . . . .. . . . . .0020

ftJcDF=
(0.0G20)(wing area exposed to sli~stream)..——.—.- —.—.

nacelle cross-sectional area

;(’-’)(q ,“0.002 ~
=.— . -.

28.2

= ().010

This value represents shout 12 yercent of the drag of the
~~-il-,Ch-~Liameter nacelles and about 21 percent of the drag
of the 60- hy 72-inch nacelle.

Variation vith if,acQ_~t:mbero - Figure 11 shows that the ‘-—.-—..-+...,-.
drag of the original nacel~, e increased very rapidly with
Mach number, p:cohab].y becaxse the flow separation becomes
more inteuse as the speed increases. If the nacelle drag
coefficient is high at lov~ speefis, a much higher value
~Lay be expected at high syeeds. If the chag is small at :
low ‘speeds, ho~t~ever$ int!ice.ting satisfactory flow condi-
tions, no serious iilcreases with speed occur until the
critical compressibility speed is reached. It will be
noted in figure il that the maximum test Mach number,
0.55, was considerably lover than the critical Ma,ch number
of any of the nacelles (cowling C, critical i.i= 0.62).

.li&neficial effec&& of air outlet .- The outlet open-
ings on nacelles 2 to 5 wei-e “designed in accordance with
the suggestion of reference 2 that the outlet flow should
cause ‘a minimum of disturbance to the static pressures
over the bzsic boCy, which, condition requires that the out-
let ~rofile be cut below the basic body profile for some
distance ‘lack of the actual o~ening (fig. ‘2). It was fdund
in s~veral cases that the drag wa,s less when tile outlets :
were open than’ when f ?..iredover. The “to~~outlet of nacelle
2 had a large favor a?~le effect (see fig. 12), apparently
the result of decreasing a local separation on the upper
win-nacelle juncture. The top and bottom outlets of na-
CeZle 3 had a similar effect, but the side outlets, located
in the positive pressure field of the ‘wing,”added somewhat
to the drag; {Cf. “figs. 8 and i~. ) Alternate fairing
over of the wing o’utletsof nacelle,’5 (fig. 12) showed that
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both had a favorable effect. The left outlet was more ef-
fective than the right, which was located in the wing-
nacelle juncture (fig. 4(b)).

EFFECT OF NACELLES ON LIFT

At a given a,ngle of attack, all the nacelles tested
decreased the lift when added to the ~Jing. None changed
the slope of the lift curve (fig’. 14). The low naceiles
1A, 23, ancl 2C caused tb.e largest lift decreases. In
order to aaintaia the required flet lift coefficient, it
would “oe necessary to increase the angle of attack of the
wing, a yrocedm-e that would result in increased wing drag
%ecause of operation of the wiag at higher than its design
lift coefficient In the clesign of the wing, therefore,
the design lift coefficient should be determined from a
consideration of the effects of nacel?.es and fuselage as
well as of the wing loadin~.

YEXSSURES AT VIXG-?XACIZLLE .7UNCI!UR3

Tlte results shovn in figu~e 1’7 are typical of all
the nacelles tested. It will he noticed that the after-
l)ocliesof the so–called centrally located nacelles were
larger on the uader side of the wing than on the upper
side because of the camber and the 3° angle of incidence
of the wins. The pressures on the lower surface were thus
disturbed to a greater extent tha,n on the upper surface.
As shown iil figure 1’7, the local pressures became more
negative on the lower surf?ce at tlhe wing-nacelle juncture
than on the wing alone, ~r~hereasthe upper-surface pressures
became more positive. The contractiilg lines of the upper-
surface junctures and the decreased circulation in the
vicinity of the nacelle are probably jointly responsible
for the reduced negative ;Oressure peaks on the upper sur-
face. This result is desirable because on a lifting wing
the negative pressure peak on the up:~er surface determines
the critical liach number, and this peak should not be aug-
mented by the presence of the nacelle. The pressure peak
on the lower surface, even though increased by the nacelle,
is not liliely to exce d the upljer-surfa,ce peak. (See fig. ~
17,) Cn tile basis of these results, it is evident that
none of the nacelle installations tested would reduce the
critical syeed he10’;J that of t~.e wing.
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l==- ..Although no attempt was made, to do so in the present
ttists$ it appears possi%le to dt3sign a wine-n acell.e junc-
ture that t?ill not augment either the upper- or the Iolrer..

surface peaks.

1. !l?heminimum drags of conventional uacelles of
various types ant!.,sizes installed on a 20.7-percent-thick
low-clrag wing were of the same ortier of magnitude as the
minijilu.mnacelle drags obtained in a previous investigation
emplo$ing an 18-pe.rcent —thi ck con.vent: onal wing-

2. The esti.i7.ated effect of the disturb e.nce of the .
lminar boundary layer on the w:.n.g by the slipstream of a
tractor propeller is to iilcrease the nacelle drag fro~ 12
to 22 percent, depending on the l~acelle size.

z. The drag coefficients of nacelles that were un-
sat isf actoi”y at low syeeds inci-eased very ra,pidiy with in-
creasing Mach n-~mber. For the lest arrangements tested,
however , nO Sericus i~cr eases occurred within the limit
of the tests, for which the hii~liestMach number was 0.55.

A. Decreases in nacelle size resulted in large drag
X’educ.’;;oilsboth thro_cLflhtll”ereduced frontal area and
throngh decreased interference effects.

5. A 60-inch-diameter pusher arrangement w~th pro-
visions for handling all the air requirements of the
Wright 3350 engine , hut with no provision for housing a
landing gear ~ had the lowest drag coefficient oX’any na-
celle tested.

6. The miilimum drags obtained with NACA cowlings C
and 3, as tested with the syinner stationary, were about
equal at Mach numbers below 0.55. At higher angles of .,
attack, cowling i? had less drag and higher pressures
avail a%le for cooling than cowling C.

‘7. I?acelles in the low yosition with the top of the
nacelle flush with upper surface of wing had about the
same drag as nacelles y;hose center lines passed through
the trailing edge of wing, provided thet the low after-
body was extended far enough beyond the trailing edge to
prevent flow separation.
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8. Low nacelles appeared
centrs3 nacelles in designing

to present less of a pro’blemthan
for a high critical Mach number

at’the wing-nacelle juncture lecause only the relatively low
local velocities on the under surface of the wing were augmentedby
the afterbody. With either the low or the central location it
appears that the critical !fi.chnumber at the Juncture can be made to
exceed that of the wing alone by proper shaping of the nacelle
afterbody.

9. The effect of air outlet through efficient openings
resulted in reduced external drag in several cases. This
effect was large enough:”towarrant.further investigation. Ns,cal!la-
development programs should include tests to d.etertinethe most
effective outlet location.

Lan@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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O~enings on a Streamline Body. NACA ACR, Nov. 1940.

3. Wilson, Her?)ertA., Jr., a.ndLehr, Robert R.: Drag andlko-
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TABLE 11
DRAG OF NACELLES TE-SHD
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Nacelle

Origins’1
1
1A
2
2A,
2B
2C
‘3
3A
3B
3C
3D
4

. 5
5A
53
5C

———.——

,,.
TABLE -III

INTERINAL-DRAG INOREMENZ!S

[a = 2“; M = 0.50]

—,—- .. . . ..

Flow condition

Engine cooling air only
.. *.* do . . . . .
. . . . . do ...,.
Complete. air requirements
Engine cooling ~,ir Only

..*. . do. ● . . ●

Enlarged side outlets
Complete air requirements
Bottom ou.tict closed
. . . . . do. . . . .
Auxiliary air oniy
l!lngine cooling air only
1.25 X engine cooling air
Complete air requirements
Right outlet closed

do. . . . .
;e;t”o;tlet closed

—._— —_.—._.

.——

ACDm
——.

0.006
.006
*006
.020
.011
.011
.023
.024
010
:010
.003
.003
.016
.!)17
.014
.014
.014
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NACA Figs. Sa, Sb

Figure 3a. - Nacelle 2C. Three quarter viewi

Figure Sb.- Nacelle 2c. Top Viewe



NACA Figs. 4a, 4b

Figure 4a. - Nacelle s. Front view.

Figure Lb.- Nacelle 5. Rear view.
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